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Injustice gods among us comic

We've discovered that you're using AdBlock Plus or some other ad-blocking software that's preventing the page from loading completely. We don't have any banners, Flash, animation, obnoxious sounds, or pop-up ads. We don't make these kinds of annoying ads! We need money to operate the site, and almost all come from our online advertising. Please add readcomiconline.to to your ad-blocking white
list or disable your ad-blocking software. Cover for Comics 177 (Injustice 1 and Related)74 (Injustice 2 and Related)6 (Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe) 14 (Injustice: Year Zero) Tom Taylor, Brian Buccellato, Chris Sebela, Marguiette Bennet, Ray Fawkes The Injustice: Gods Among Us Comic is a comic series that can be purchased digitally on Comixology for $0.99 a chapter, or as a physical comic for
$3.99 (Original Series) / $2.99 The film acts as a prequel, which takes place in five years before the main events of the game's plot. The film is released weekly. Although the original series had three chapters that made up a single problem, with the Year Two series, it became two chapters instead. Starting with the sixth issue of the Year Two series, comic physics has become a two-monthly release. A
series of tie-ins with Injustice 2 was announced at the San Diego 2016 Comic Con panel, with series creator Tom Taylor returning to write. The one year issue of inequality: The gods among us issue 1 (Collect chapter 1, 2 and 3) Inequality: The gods among us issue 2 (Collect chapters 4, 5 and 6) Justice: The gods among us number 3 (Collect chapters 7, 8 and 9) Justice: The gods among us number 4
(Collect chapters 10, 11 and 12) Inequality: The gods among us number 5 (Collect chapters 13, 14 and 15) Justice: The gods among us 6 (Collect chapters 16, 17 and 18) Justice: The gods among us number 7 (Collect chapters 19 , 20 and 21) Inequality: The gods among us 8 (Collect chapters 22, 23 and 24) Justice: The gods among us number 9 (Collect chapters 25, 26 and 27) Justice: The gods
among us number 10 (Collect chapters 28, 29 and 30) Injustice: Gods Among Us Issue 11 (Collects Chapters 31, 32 and 33) Injustice: Gods Among Us Issue 12 ) Year two of the unbeaten: The gods among us the second year no. 1 (collect chapters 1 and 2) are not fair: the gods among us the second year no. 2 (collect chapters 3 and 4) are not : the gods among us the second year no. 3 (collect chapters
5 and 6) are notniable: the gods among us second year 4 (collect chapters 7 and 8) Justice: The gods among us five Second Number 5 (Collect chapters 9 and 10) Unbeaten: The gods among us second year 6 (collect chapters 11 and 12) are not fair: the gods among us second year No. 7 Collects Chapters 8 (collects chapters 15 and 16) is not fair: Gods Among Us Year Two Issue 9 (Collects Chapters 1)
7 and 18) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Two Issue 10 : The gods among us the second year no. 11 (Collect 21 and 22) Inequality: The gods among us year two number 12 (Collect chapters 23 and 24) Year Three of The Three Er000: The Gods Among Us Three Issues 1 (Collecting Chapters 1 and 2) Inequality: The Gods Among Us Three Years 3 No. 2 (Collect chapters 3 and 4) Unbeaten : The gods
among us five three issues 3 (collecting chapters 5 and 6) injustice: the gods among us five three issues 4 (collecting chapters 7 and 8) injustice: Gods Among Us Year Three Issue 5 (Collects Chapters 9 and 10) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Three Issue 6 (Collects Chapters 11 and 12) Injustice : Gods Among Us Year Three Issue 7 (Collecting Chapters 13 and 14) Injustice: The Gods Among Us Three
Issues 8 (Collecting Chapters 15 and 16) Injustice: The Gods Among Us Three Issues 9 (Collecting Chapters 17 and 18) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Three Issue 10 (Collects Chapters 19 and 20) : Gods Among Us Year Three Issue 11 (Collects Chapters 21 and 22) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Three Issue 12 year three issue 12 (Collecting chapters 21 and 22) Inequality: The Gods among us three
issues 12 (Collecting chapters 23 and 24) Year Four of the Unbeaten : The gods among us five four issues 1 (Collecting chapters 1 and 2) Injustice: Gods Among us five four issues 2 (collecting chapters 3 and 4) injustice: Gods Among Us Year Four Issue 3 (Collects Chapters 5 and 4) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Four Issue 4 (Collects Chapters 7 and 8) Injustice : Gods Among Us Year Four Issue 5
(Collecting Chapters 9 and 10) Injustice: The Gods Among Us In Four Numbers 6 (Collecting Chapters 11 and 12) Injustice: The Gods Among Us Four Issues 7 (Collecting Chapters 13 and 14) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Four Issue 8 (Collects Chapters 15 and 16) Injustice : Gods Among Us Year Four Issue 9 (Collects Chapters 17 and 18) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Four Issue 10 ta year four
issue 11 (Collect chapters 21 and 22) Inequality: The gods among us five four issues 12 (collect chapters 23 and 24) five years of inisted : Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 1 (Collects Chapters 1 and 2) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 2 (Collects Chapters 3 and 4) Injustice: Gods Among Us Five Issue 5 (Collects Chapters 5 and 4) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Issue 5 : Gods Among Us Year
Five Issue 6 (Collects Chapters 11 and 12) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 7 (Collects Chapters 13 and 14) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 8 (Collect chapters 13 and 14) Injustice: The Gods Among Us 8 (Collect chapters 15 and 16) Injustice : The gods among us year 9 (Collect chapters 17 and 18) Inequality: The gods among us year 10 (Collect chapters 19 and 20) : Gods Among
Us Year Five Issue 11 (Collects Chapters 21 and 22) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Issue 12 (Collects Chapters 23 and 24) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Issue 13 3 and 24) Inequality: The Gods Among the 13 Years (Collecting Chapters 25 and 26) Inequality: The Gods Among Us Year 14 (Collect chapters 27 and 28) Unbeaten : Gods Among Us Year Five Issue: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue
(Collect chapters 31 and 32) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 17 (Collects Chapters 33 and 34) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 18 (Collects Chapters 35 and 36) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 1 9 Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Five Issue 19 (Collect chapters 37 and 38) Injustice: The Gods Among Us Year 20 (collect chapters 39 and 40) Ground Zero Injustice : Ground
Zero Issue 1 (Collecting Chapters 1 and 2) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 2 (Collecting Chapters 3 and 4) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 3 (Collecting Chapters 5 and 6) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 4 (Collecting Chapters 7 and 8) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 5 (Collecting Chapters 9 and 10) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 6 (Collecting Chapters 11 and 12) Inequality : Ground Zero Issue 7 (Collecting
Chapters 13 and 14) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 8 7 and 18) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 10 (Collecting Chapters 19 and 20) Inequality: Ground Zero Issue 11 (Collecting Chapters 21 and 22) Inequality : Ground Zero Issue 12 (Collecting Chapters 23 and 22)24) Inequality 2 Uncertainty 2 Issue 1 (Collecting Chapters 1 and 2) Inequality 2 Issue 2 (Collecting Chapters 3 and 4) Uncertainty Public 2 Issue 3
(Collecting Chapters 5 and 6) Inequality 2 Issue 4 (Collecting Chapters 7 and 8) Inequality 2 Issue 5 (Collecting Chapters 9 and 10) Inequality 2 No. 6 (Collecting Collecting Chapters 11 and 12) Inequality 2 Issue 7 (Collecting Chapters 13 and 14) Inequality 2 Issue 8 (Collecting Chapters 15 and 16) Inequality 2 Issue 9 (Collecting Chapters 17 and 1 1 18) Inequality 2 No. 10 (Collecting Chapters 19 and 20)
Inequality 2 Issue 11 (Collecting Chapters 21 and 22) Inequality 2 Issue 12 (Collecting Chapters 23 and 24) Inequality 2 Issue 13 (Collecting Chapters 25 and 26) Inequality 2 Issue 14 (Collecting Chapters 27 and 28) Inequality 2 Issue 15 (Collecting Chapters 29 and 30) Inequality 2 Issue 16 (Collecting 16 Collect chapters 31 and 32) Inequality 2 Issue 17 (Collecting Chapters 33 and 34) Inequality 2 Issue
18 (Collecting Chapters 35 and 36) Inequality 2 Issue 19 (Collecting Chapters 37 and 38) Inequality 2 No. 20 (Collecting Chapters 39 and 40) Inequality 2 No. 21 (Collecting Chapters 41 and 42) Inequality 2 Issue 22 (Collecting Chapters 43 and 44) Inequality 2 Issue 23 (Collects Chapters 23 45 and 46) Injustice 2 Issue 2 (Collects Chapters 56 and 52) Injustice 2 Issue 25 (Collects Chapters 56 and 52)
Injustice 2 Issue 27 (Collect chapters 53 and 54) Injustice 2 No. 28 (Collecting Chapters 55 and 56) Injustice 2 No. 29 (Collecting Chapters 57 and 58) Injustice 2 No. 30 (Collecting Chapters 30 Collecting Chapters 59 and 60) Inequality 2 Issue 31 (Collecting Chapters 61 and 62) Inequality 2 Issue 32 (Collecting Chapters 63 and 64) Inequality 2 Issue 33 (Collecting Chapters 65 and 66) Public 2 Issues 34
(Collect chapters 67 and 68) Injustice 2 No. 35 (Collect chapters 69 and 70) Injustice 2 Issue 36 (Collect chapters 71 and 7 Masters of the Universe Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe Issue 1 Injustice vs Masters the Universe Issue 2 Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe Issue 3 Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe Issue 4 Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe Issue 5 Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe
Issue 6 Year Zero Annuals Injustice: Gods Among Us Annual 1 Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Two Annual Masters of the Universe Issue 6 Years Zero Annuals: Gods Among Us 1st Annual Unbeaten: The Gods Among Us Year 2 Annual 1Ness: The Gods Among Us 3 Years of Annual Inequality 1: The Gods Among Us Year Of Annual Inequality 1 Version Collects An Year of An Unbeaten : the gods
among us episodes 1 (collecting issues 1-6) are not fair: the gods among us episodes 2 (collecting issues 7-12, Annual) Unscediable: Gods Among Us Year Two Volume 2 (Collects Issue 7-12, Annual) Injustice: Gods Among Us: Year Two - The Complete Collection (Collects Entire Series) Year Three Injustice: Gods Among Us Year Three Volume 1 (Collects Issues 1-7) Injustice: Gods Among Us Year
Three Volume 2 : Third year - Complete collection (Collecting the entire series) Year Four Of The Unsympathy: The Gods Among Us Four Episodes 1 (Collecting Issues 1-7) Unsympaths: The Gods Among Us In Four Episodes 2 (Collecting Issues 8-12, Annual) Unsophist: The Gods Among Us: Year Four - Complete Collection (Collecting the Entire Series) Years of Unsympathy: The Gods Among Us Five
Episodes 1 (Collecting Issues 1-7) Inequality: Gods Among Us Year Five Volume 3 (Collects Issues 15-20) , Annual) Ground Zero Injustice: Ground Zero Volume 1 (Collects Issues #1-6) Injustice: Ground Zero Volume 2 (Collects Issues #7-12, #14) Injustice 2 Volume 1 (Collects Issues #13, #15-17 and Annual #1) Injustice 2 Episode 4 (Collecting Issues #18-24) Injustice 2 Episode 5 (Collecting Issues #25-
30) Injustice 2 Episode 6 (Collecting Issues #31-36 and Annually #2) Masters of the Universe Injustice vs. Masters of the Universe (Collects Issues #1-6) Year One Chapters Synopsis Chapter Chapter Chapter 1: The Man of Steel's at a happy point in his life--he's got some good news to share with Batman. But the tragic time is just around the corner, as one of Batman's deadly enemies is in Metropolis on a
surprise visit! Chapter 2: When someone close to Superman disappears - apparently a kidnapping victim - Man of Steel summons his Justice League members to help him search. But why can't Superman find this man himself? And will their efforts be in time? Chapter 3: Superman fights one of the deadly enemies while an innocent life is in danger. The upcoming tragic events will change the course of
history for the heroes of the DC Universe. All kicked into high gear here! Chapter 4: In the wake of the unscold tragedy he inadvertently helped trigger, Superman faces his greatest loss and and the most challenging ethical decision ever. Everything is about to revolve around the choice he makes; It can change the course of the world - and the lives of all superheroes - forever. Chapter 5: Green Arrow is
featured in a solo adventure. Fearing Superman's revenge, the craftsman is tasked with protecting the Joker's crazed accomplice, Harley Quinn. Finding somewhere to hide Harley is not challenging - keeping her awake during prolonged contact with her is. But who's going to be the first to drive that crazy one? Chapter 6: Still reeling from the destruction of Metropolis, news from a war-torn country creates a
point of limitation for the Man of Steel. He decided it was time for him to take a more proactive role in preventing human in humanity. But does the sudden arrival of Wonder Woman mean he has created a new enemy or transformed an ally into his cause? Chapter 7: Fearing Superman's campaign for a new world order, the army hits back at a point of its vulnerability... his family. Chapter 8: With Superman
at its most vulnerable, the Justice League gathers to thwart the government's desperate attempt to thwart the Man of Steel's plans for world peace. Will they come to regret their choice? Chapter 9: When Wonder Woman faces the entire army, her actions are closely observed and questioned – by Ares, the God of War. But it was Ares's enginey that was soon questioned by the Amazon princess. Is he
afraid that Superman's plan to end the war could make his entire purpose obsolete? Chapter 10: Superman confronts Batman on his home court. Meanwhile, the rest of the heroes turn their attention to a potential opponent from the sea... Chapter 11: While Superman confronts Batman, the rest of JLA takes on their former ally, Aquaman. But the Lord of Atlantis is not about to bow to anyone. He's ready to
make his own horrible weapons of destruction. Chapter 12: Justice League's fight with Aquaman and his undersea forces comes to its shocking conclusion. Will Atlantis be able to maintain its neutrality in Superman's new world order? Chapter 13: In the land downstairs, The Flash faces the consequences of its choice. Superman and Wonder Woman have brought their campaign for a new world order to
Australia and are facing a new hero. But what connection will this champion have with Scarlet Speedster? Chapter 14: Arkham Asylum is full of batman villains set away several times, only to see them back on the streets and commit their evil actionss again. Now Superman decides it's time for a more permanent solution. But the Dark Knight is unhappy with this intrusiveness into your domain. - and he's not
about to resign. Chapter 15: There is a stalemate in the halls of the Arkham Asylum, when Superman tries to take his inmates to a safe prison and Batman tries to stop him. Robin joins Superman, Harley Quinn appears at the wrong time and a very imposing prisoner is turned loose. Chapter 16: Clashes at Arkham Asylum continue, as Villains released by Harley Quinn have brought a halt to Superman's
plan to move them to a more secretive and safer prison. But with victory at the fingertips of the heroes, tragedy struck. Don't miss the shocking conclusion. Chapter 17: Despite Superman's fight against crime, Catwoman is still in the theft business. However, when she is visited by the steel man, he does not go out to arrest her but to put her on a very special mission. Chapter 18: As Superman continues his
world-long crusade, Batman and Catwoman have a secret rendezvous with the President. Recruits can give the controversial resistance movement, including a few surprise candidates. Chapter 19: After an upland battle against Black Adam, Superman and Wonder Woman decide on a desperate tactic to ensure that he remains subdued. But Shazam (and his altered self, Billy Batson) wondered if this was
the right thing to do. How long will he remain loyal to Superman's campaign? Chapter 20: When the Joker nuked Metropolis, it was thought that there were no survivors. But now a distressing call comes from the wreckage. Is it an automatic signal, a hoax, or a trap? No one is sure if Superman should respond. Who or what will he find? Chapter 21: Batman's resistance group continues to attack, targeting
Hawkgirl. Inside the Watchtower, Superman and his allies consider their response. But maybe Lex Luthor came up with a plan. Chapter 22: Lex Luthor proposes his vision of how Justice League can carry out Superman's mission to keep the peace. Meanwhile, storm clouds gathered far from Apokolips, when Darkseid's son Kalibak planned the invasion. Chapter 23: Superman is out to establish peace on
earth. But what happens when the planet is overrun by hordes of aliens? Will former allies set aside their differences for the common good? Chapter 24: Millions of people are dying from apokolips' floods. Superman is forced to remove any remaining inner constraints and open up a really scary display of power. Chapter 25: Superman's stand with the public is growing after responding to a surprise attack by
Apokolips. That development has forced Batman's rebels to go even further into outsider roles - and now their teams are about to face off! Chapter 26: In The Lonely Fortress, the Kent family confronts Luthor over his plans to give others super power. Meanwhile, Superman faces more Flash... A chess game? Chapter 27: Luthor presents the tablet that will produce an army of super soldiers. Robin solves
the problem himself, leading to a deadly encounter in the Batcave with his father. Chapter 28: In a deadly game of an upmanship, Superman is about to reveal Batman's identity to the world. But Batman will anything to stop him, even if he has to take down JLA's satellite headquarters. Chapter 29: Superman and his team come out to confront Batman. But the people they found turned out to be much more
deadly. Once again, former allies clashed with deadly results. Chapter 30: The Angry Man of Steel Now his grim agenda statement to the world is a far cry from the smiling hero who once helped a boy with a broken bike. In The Man of Yesterday reimagining his hero in happier times. Chapter 31: Batman unleashes a dangerous gambit to break into Superman's Fortress and steal the super warrior tablet.
Everything on the line as he and his team only had a few minutes before Superman saw through their distracting. Chapter 32: Superman captures Batman's team inside his fortress. But before he can unleash his anger, he suddenly finds himself in the biggest battle of his life, confronting Captain Atom. It's an epic battle with deadly consequences! Chapter 33: Tragedy follows tragedy when Batman's
catastrophic attack on Superman's Fortress ends brutally. Even if he gets what he comes to, will the price prove too expensive for his team? Chapter 34: Batman now owns one of Superman's super drugs, but he knows his old friend is coming for him. It's a race against time to see if he can produce more drugs and change the balance of power. Chapter 35: It's a deadly showdown between Batman and
Superman - two former best friends have now turned into deadly enemies. Batman has run out of time to recreate the pills that will give anyone godlike powers. He's going to pay a terrible price. Chapter 36: The Final Confrontation Between The Man of Steel and The Dark Knight! Soon, no one will be left to get in the way of Superman implementing his new world order. But a surprise can be hidden in the
shadow of the Batcave. Year two chapters Abstract Chapter 1: When the film returns, the Black Canary is still dealing with the death of the Green Arrow. And Superman is a threat. Chapter 2: Superman seeks outlaw Batman while the Green Lantern Corps is interested in Superman's New World Order. Chapter 3: On Planet Oa, the Guardians are interested in Superman's new role on Earth. An unlikely
ambassador was summoned for a visit. Chapter 4: While Green Lantern laid down legislation for Congress, JLA Watch Tower was a surprise visitor. Chapter 5: Ganthet of the Guardians of Oa visits Superman to confront him about his rule on Earth. But Superman has his own problems with Ganthet-related Krypton. Chapter 6: Superman's peacekeeping force controls Gotham. When Batman disappears,
Gordon seeks help from Birds of Prey. Chapter 7: Imprisoned by the Justice League, Sinestro tells the story of how he once ruled Korugar and notes similarities to Superman's current situation. Chapter 8: On Oa, the Guardians are about to send the Blue Lantern Corps to Earth to stop Superman. Only Lantern stands in their way: Hal Jordan. Chapter 9: With the Green Lantern Corps on his way to confront
Superman, Hal Jordan is locked up in a prison on Oa, but he may have a secret ally. Chapter 10: Green Lantern Corps attacks with full force, puts Superman on ropes... with shocking results. Chapter 11: Green Lantern Dealing With tragedy, while the GCPD planned their strategy against Superman's peacekeeping force. Chapter 12: Superman must decide the fate of the Green Lantern Corps. Meanwhile,
in Gotham, Gordon stepped up to the resistance. Chapter 13: Black Canary and Harley Quinn simultaneously fight and bond in the former headquarters of the Green Arrow. Chapter 14: While Guy Gardner informs the guardians of their defeat on Earth, Gordon and Birds of Prey begin their revolt in Gotham. Chapter 15: The jump time is seven months in advance and Superman's mode is still in place. New
life begins at the same time that a potential new threat hurtles toward Earth. Chapter 16: Guy Gardner brings a whole planet to attack Superman. Meanwhile, secluded in the Tower of Destiny, a disabled Batman plots the next move of resistance. Chapter 17: On Earth, a paralyzed Batman works with Oracle to gather resistance. Meanwhile, in space, Guy Gardner has gathered an army of Green Lanterns to
confront Superman, including the largest GL of them all. Chapter 18: In space, a serious blow is dealt to Superman's forces. Back on earth, the resistance in Gotham makes its boldest move yet. Chapter 19: Hal Jordan vs Guy Gardner. Ganthet vs. Sinestro. And then... a deadly choice. Chapter 20: As the battle between Green and Yellow Lanterns spreads around the world, Commissioner Gordon makes
his final stand in the Watchtower. Chapter 21: Ganthet of the Guardians has a direct hand in battle with terrifying results. And the Black Canary came in to kill. Chapter 22: Hal Jordan faces the consequences of his fateful choice while struggling titanic superman with Ganthet rages. Chapter 23: In this penultimate chapter, Sinestro's evil ploy leads to the corruption of another hero and the death of more.
Chapter 24: The second year ends, leaving the rebellion as devastated and deangled as ever. Where will Batman and his allies go from here? Year Three Chapters Summary Chapter 1: The fight with Green Lanterns is over, but it declares a civilian victim - one whose death John Constantine will not let go of. Chapter 2: John Constantine confronts a deadly demon and then has a meeting with Batman.
Chapter 3: Batman and Constantine try to unite a different team of magical creatures, superheroes and ordinary humans. Meanwhile, an ominous threat is approaching. Chapter 4: Jason Blood's indoor attack disaster as Batman and his allies face the greatest threat of all. It's up to Batman to confront a god. Chapter 5: The Beaten Resistance gathers in tower of fate while wonder woman's long-term
disappearance status is revealed. Chapter 6: Batman and Constantine seek a new ally in Madame Xanadu. But there is no warm welcome the living room of the mystic. Chapter 7: Superman demands the return of his captured allies - Flash, Cyborg, Robin, and Raven. But Constantine set a trap, using Raven as bait. Chapter 8: Lured into a trap by Constantine, Superman struggles to hang for your own
soul. But it is the life of the wizard that can be lost. Chapter 9: The panel is turned on Constantine, who is about to feel Superman's wrath. Can anyone save him? Chapter 10: Deadman confronts Spectre and receives a shocking surprise. Batman and Constantine confront the Swamp Thing. Chapter 11: A new Deadman rises up and tries to figure out who the real spectre really is. Meanwhile, Constantine
and Batman set a new trap for Superman. Chapter 12: Showdown at the Hall of Justice as the Demon Etrigan squares off with Superman. But with Jason Blood dead, just who is the human form? Chapter 13: Superman continues to experience his alternative reality while in his miraculously ins inflicted coma. But a loyal ally is about to shake his world again. Chapter 14: Superman remains in his dream
state, living in a reality where no tragic event puts him on his current course ever. Who will wake him? Chapter 15: Wonder Woman finally wakes up from a coma, but she's completely unhappy. Many things have changed and what she finds does not please her. Chapter 16: A revived Wonder Woman doesn't like the changes she's seen in Superman since she left, leading to a confrontation with Sinestro.
Chapter 17: The new Deadman finally follows Spectre and learns his terrifying secret. Chapter 18: Constantine summons Trigon, and even the combined powers of Superman and Wonder Woman seem unable to defeat the angry demon. Chapter 19: Doctor Fate and Trigon fight Superman's powerful, mysterious benefactor. Chapter 20: Swamp Thing enters the battle towards Superman, while Man of Steel
has his hands fully fought against his biggest rival... Batman. Chapter 21: Poison Ivy enters the battle, and Batman has one final goodbye to Nightwing. Chapter 22: With the battle between Trigon and Mxyzptlk threatening to engulf the earth, the fight is brought to a halt between Batman and Superman of the two teams. Chapter 23: Dr. Fate form a desperate plan to stop Mxyzptlk and Trigon, but he will need
one of Superman's allies to make it work. Can Deadman get them to cooperate? Chapter 24: The Final Chapter of the Third Year. The temporary difference is set aside to prevent the threat created by Mxyzptlk and Trigon. Year Four Chapters Summary Chapter 1: Superman fought against an army of green lanterns and assembled forces of magic and still stands. But how will he fare against the gods
himself? Chapter 2: Before embarking on a deadly mission, Renee Montoya recalls her past life with the GCPD. And Harley Quinn visited an old friend. Chapter 3: Distraught Renee Montoya decides to escalate her fight against Superman. Meanwhile, Harley came Billy Batson's school. Chapter 4: A super-energetic Renee Montoya goes one-on-one with Superman on the streets of Washington, D.C.
Chapter 5: Barbara Gordon makes an important decision and Harley Quinn ponders what to do next with Billy Batson in captivity. Chapter 6: The friendship of Robin, Flash and Cyborg is strained, while a new force is drafted in the fight against Superman - the entire capacity of the Amazon army. Chapter 7: Lex Luthor plays a dangerous game, while Batman goes between the gods and chooses a surprise
champion for a battle trial. Chapter 8: Broken and beaten after his brush with death, Batman finds an unlikely friend-a-down-on-his gothamite luck, who, like Batman, yearns for the brighter days of Gotham's past. Chapter 9: Epic Battle judgment by Combat continues between superman and Wonder Woman allies. And a former ally back folded in the nick of time. Chapter 10: Just when it seems possible
there may be a winner between Superman and Wonder Woman, all hell breaks loose, and Amazons get into a full-scale war against the army of The Man of Steel of Super Soldiers. Chapter 11: The Gods are now directly involved in the fight and order Superman to resign. Will his call for help be answered? Chapter 12: Superman simply retreats is not something Batman thinks is good, knowing from
experience that he will re gather and return. Meanwhile, Wonder Woman has been ordered to leave Superman's side, and that won't sit well with her, to say the least. Chapter 13: He's finally back in SHAZAM! Let's see how the Power of Hercules fits into the real thing! Chapter 14: It's a family feud years in the making, and raised to a devastating level, as a superpower Batman and Robin engaged in a
rocking earth battle. Chapter 15: His warning has been ignored and now he is taking matters into his own hands- Zeus returns to put down the law and make a statement that will not sit well with the world. Chapter 16: Learn the Origin of God of War while, in the present, he teases Superman with the path to ultimate victory - To fight the gods... you need GODS. Chapter 17: Battle raging over Themyscira,
where Poseidon is about to sink the entire island! Chapter 18: Wonder Woman feels betrayed by Superman's part in the plot against Themyscira, but an old enemy can prove to be an ally in the fight against Poseidon when Aquaman returns to the fight. Chapter 19: Harley Quinn butt-kicks his way out of his prison in hell and discovers the real manipulation behind the scenes! Chapter 20: Poseidon's tidal
wave is unleashed upon Themyscira, prompting Batman to make a difficult decision: whether to sacrifice a few for many. Chapter 21: While Superman is away from earth, world leaders debate how to deal with the i specialism of the gods of Olympus. Chapter 22: While Superman is out of the world Batman recruits a new ally, and JLA seeks advice in Atlantis. Chapter 23: It's a showdown in Themyscira,
when Superman's leadershipless allies are ready for an attack on the gods of Olympus. Chapter 24: The Shattered End to the Year of the Gods! In the final chapter of The Fourth Year, the balance of power can be tilted by the appearance of a force that can challenge even the gods of Olympus. Five Years Chapter 1 Summary: The film begins its fifth and final year as the regime searches for criminals who
escaped Superman's prison. Chapter 2: Superman is attacked by Doomsday, the Flash comes down to counting, and the supply of Super Soldier drugs can be broken. Chapter 3: Superman fights Doomsday to a standstill until a warrior unexpectedly jumps into battle and balance tips. Chapter 4: Disagreements erupt in Mode about the use of villains for enforcement. Meanwhile, Bane and Killer Frost hunt
for Catwoman. Chapter 5: Batman learns about Bane's alliance with Superman, Bizarro gets some clothes, and Damian undergoes a test. Chapter 6: Batman confronts Bane in Wayne Manor's premises, while Batgirl tries to rescue Catwoman. Chapter 7: The rematch at Wayne Manor continues, Batgirl tries to save Catwoman, and on Thanagar, Hawkman is ready to go to Earth. Chapter 8: Hawkman
arrives on Earth, determined to bring Hawkgirl back to Thanagar. But Hawkgirl and her justice league allies have a completely different idea of where she belongs. Chapter 9: The Rogues pull a series of terrorist attacks around the globe, somehow managing to stay one step ahead of Superman. But they will be able to hide ... Bizarro? Chapter 10: Bizarro takes on The Rogues with tragic results, while
Trickster tries to capitalize on the situation. Chapter 11: Trickster links to Bizarro, Superman confronts Lex, and a deadly criminal is caught loose. Chapter 12: Superman and Bizarro Superman team up? It could take both versions of the Man of Steel to take down Solomon Grundy's threat. Chapter 13: An encounter with an old friend begins the first story of the two parts, in which Damian completes his
transition into Nightwing. Chapter 14: A ghost from the past returns, and Damian finally assumes Nightwing's overlay. Chapter 15: An underground movement of civilians worshipping the Joker gain momentum, attracting the attention of the uprising ... and Superman. Chapter 16: Batwoman and Harley warn the rebels that worshipping the Joker to lie low may not be in time to prevent groups facing tragedy.
Chapter 17: The Bizarro/Trickster group leads to an escalation of violence, as an innocent tour to find food leads to tragic results. Chapter 18: Traces of Bizarro's destruction sink to new depths and the trail is returning to Luthor. Can Lex remove this rogue before Superman discovers the connection? Chapter 19: As Superman scours the earth for Bizarro, Luthor desperately tries to figure out how to destroy
the failed copy he created. Chapter 20: It's a battle to the death at the Lonely Fortress between Bizarro and the mind-controlled apocalypse. Only one will leave this battle. Chapter 21: Depressed by recent events, Harley decides to visit a therapist. But perhaps an encounter with Shazam will help her more. Chapter 22: Harley expresses her disappointment at Shazam, when Alfred gets an angry Superman
to visit. Visit. 23: Alone, continuing to stand guard over Wayne Manor, Alfred receives an unsomed guest on his birthday. Chapter 24: An Angry Batman pursues killer Victor Zsasz. Did the Dark Knight cross a line he had never crossed before? Chapter 25: Batman and Damian fight over the fate of Victor Zsasz. The paternity became more complicated when Superman appeared. Chapter 26: Batman and
Nightwing's confrontation over Victor Zsasz's fate leads to the arrival of JLA and a dilemma for the Dark Knight. Chapter 27: Flash faces Superman's wrath as a result of aid to Batman. Is a permanent rift formed in the regime? Chapter 28: Flash's efforts to protect Iris from Superman's hired criminals put the speedster at odds with Man of Steel. Has The Flash's loyalty finally reached its breaking point?
Chapter 29: Superman seeks loyal people from all over the world to lead him to Kahndaq and a confrontation with an unhappy Black Adam. Chapter 30: Batman hatches a desperate plan to discredit Superman while Hawkman performs his own mission on an alien world. Chapter 31: While Batman and Batwoman fight Cyborg and Hawkgirl, Superman is looking for an old ally to bring back to Mode. Chapter
32: Hawkman and Superman are locked in a battle to the death, allowing Batman and his team to escape with captured Cyborg. Chapter 33: Superman struggles to combat the effects of Kryptonite poisoning. Meanwhile, Batman's exposé of Superman's murderous rampage is about to hit the world. Chapter 34: When Batwoman is about to expose Superman's murder to the world, a former ally returns to
The Regime to help. Later, Batman reveals a bit of important information to Luthor. Chapter 35: Batman and Lex Luthor recruit Deathstroke to perform a very dangerous mission. What they are after may finally end the battle against Superman and his mode. Chapter 36: Victor Zsasz faces sentencing. Meanwhile, Deathstroke's raid on S.T.A.R. Labs' secret base increasingly resembles a suicide. Chapter 37:
As the film builds to its climax, we visit a parallel Earth where Lois Lane never dies and where the friendship between Superman and Batman remains stronger than ever. Chapter 38: In a parallel world, an unprecedented alliance of super villains draws the Justice League into action. But the Joker has a plan that can bring about everyone's destruction. Chapter 39: Batman and his team race against time to
complete the machine that will pull duplicate heroes from Earth One. Meanwhile, Catwoman makes Superman an offer. Chapter 40: Five years ends when the plot leads directly into the first IMMORTAL game! Batman and his allies race against time and a Rampage to bring duplicate heroes from Earth in parallel. Ground Zero Synopsis Chapter 1: Don't miss the beginning of this new series that bridges the
gap between the recently finished injustice digital first series and the upcoming Injustice 2 game! The Of the first publicity: GODS AMONG US video games are told in comic book format for the first time, but from the misleading point of view of Harley Quinn. When heroes from Earth in tandem come to balance with Superman's mode, Harley is determined to cause her own mayhem with her newly formed
Joker Clan! Chapter 2: Harley and her Jokers gang set out to rob one of the regime's super drug factories. But the task goes awry with the appearance of a bat of a different color. Chapter 3: Harley Quinn better acquaints himself with his Jokers gang, while duplicate heroes begin to come from parallel Earth. Chapter 4: Sinestro fights earth replacing Wonder Woman and the Green Arrow. Harley considers
jumping in, but has her hands full in the middle of a riot. Chapter 5: Old Lovers Are Reunited - when Harley meets the Joker from another Earth. And then he wants to see her gang. Chapter 6: Harley's reunion with the parallel Earth Joker does not go smoothly, while Nightwing tries to take them both down. Chapter 7: Harley goes looking for super villains to recruit for his gang. When some candidates are
likely to reject her, it's time for a trip into the sewers to find Killer Croc. Chapter 8: Beneath the streets of Gotham, Harley's gang confronts Killer Croc and Bane. Will Harley's constant mixed feelings about the Joker prove a distraction in battle? Chapter 9: Harley decides to make his mark by breaking into the Batcave and stealing the Batmobile. Only problem? Shazam's protecting this place. Chapter 10: In
Wayne Manor, Batman's team faces Killer Frost and Solomon Grundy. Below in the Batcave, Harley faces Nightwing. Chapter 11: As Batman's team gets closer to getting their secret weapon, Harley confronts Black Adam. Chapter 12: Shazam fights Black Adam, while Batman finally unlocks a weapon that can take down Superman. Chapter 13: Black Adam takes on Batman, Wonder Woman and Green
Lantern. Cyborgs come from parallel earth. Harley plans to kill the Joker. Chapter 14: Batman's team prepares an attack on Stryker Island to save their parallel Earth copy. Meanwhile, Harley's off to the Watchtower storm. Chapter 15: The raid on Stryker continues, while Harley finds out what to do with the Joker. Chapter 16: Harley's gang takes on the Joker to protect her. Batman and the Green Arrow go
head-to-head with Raven. Chapter 17: As Cyborg races to get the teleporter up and running, Batman and green arrow bankrupt parallel Earth Batman out of prison. But it may be too late, because Superman has come to stop them. Chapter 18: Batman's daring rescue from Stryker Island reaches its climax, while the Joker puts Harley back under his spell. Chapter 19: After fighting Harley and the Joker,
Luthor finally has his final confrontation with Superman. Chapter 20: Harley has the final showdown with while Shazam confronts Superman. Chapter 21: Flashing Defects from Mode Take off to find resistance. Harley and her gang mourn the loss of a friend. Chapter 22: Batman vs. Batman, Wonder Woman vs. Wonder Woman, and Harley and her hordes break into Lex Corp to collect an arsenal. Chapter
23: Harley helps Superman to take down Doomsday and then it is this battle that has all been led to – Superman vs. Superman! Chapter 24: This adaptor of the original video game story comes to its dramatic conclusion with a showdown between supermen and the revealing final fate of Harley Quinn. Injustice 2 Chapter Summary Chapter 1: The all-new pre-story part of the highly anticipated Injustice 2
video game begins here! Originally published as Tom Taylor continues story from hit series INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US. Superman is imprisoned, and it's up to Batman to bring the world back together. But with Superman's iron fist mode removed, other forces rise to fill the void. And Batman no longer has many allies to help stop them. Chapter 2: Dr. Fate visits two old friends, while Harley Quinn finds
herself a prisoner of Amanda Waller, who is recruiting a new Suicide Squad. Chapter 3: Things don't go as planned for the new Suicide Squad, but find themselves having to get out of the Pentagon. It all leads to a battle between Batman... And Batman? Chapter 4: While recovering from his injuries, Batman is visited by two allies from the past. But the happy reunion is interrupted by bad news from
Superman's prison. Chapter 5: Suicide Squad storms Stryker Island Prison while Batman and his allies gather to prevent Superman from escaping. Chapter 6: Batman enacts his backup plan to keep Superman where he belongs. Meanwhile, Harley Quinn undergoes a reunion she never expected, and a deadly new player enters the conflict. Chapter 7: Harley finally meets suicide squad's string-puller, and
their plan is a lot more deadly - and global - than anyone could have imagined. Chapter 8: Still missing Alfred, Batman receded about Damian's first night alone in Gotham without backup. Chapter 9: Batman asks Ted Kord to join his new Justice League Council, but Ted runs the afoul of Deadshot before he can answer. Chapter 10: The new head of Suicide Squad has kidnapped the CEOs of global energy
companies and demanded major reforms of countries around the globe, promising deadly consequences as the only alternative. Chapter 11: Supergirl has finally entered the world of justice! Witness her origins on Krypton, the planet's tragic fall, and learn just who will be her guide on earth. Chapter 12: Black Adam deals with external threats against Khandaq and explains to Supergirl what happened to her
cousin, Kal-El. Chapter 13: After the death of one of their allies, two Batman allies make a decision important about their future, but the Dark Knight has its own crisis to deal with. Chapter 14: Batman's past ghosts will not be buried, and when other heroes think they will have a Happy, Suicide Squad is ready to ruin the party. Chapter 15: Ra's al Ghul holds all the cards and orders Batman and his team.
Batman has a major rift with the Black Canary and the Green Arrow, leading Batgirl in charge of operations. But she will need to recruit a strong ally before she can launch an invasion of Ra's stronghold. Chapter 16: Ra's al Ghul kidnaps the most beloved Batman, Green Arrow and Black Lightning. To rescue them, Batman begins recruiting perhaps the most powerful man on the planet who is not
Superman. Chapter 17: While Batman reads his security team to defend the presidential inauguration in Washington, D.C., Batgirl leads other heroes on a mission to invade the jungle stronghold of Ra's al Ghul. In addition to the Green Arrow, Black Canary and Wildcats, she also carries their secret weapons - two almost unbeaten players who can tip the odds in their favor and allow them to rescue
kidnapped children. Chapter 18: Animal Man explains to Damian why he joined the career of Ra's al Ghul. Batman's siege of the jungle fortress begins and a vengeful Blue Beetle is unhappy with his role. Meanwhile, Ra's is prepared and ready for his secret weapon. Chapter 19: Trapped in the underground lair of Ra's al Ghul, rescue teams search for another escape. Harley joins the kids and will be their
rescuer and Batman is messed up by an old enemy. Chapter 20: Harley almost frees the kidnapped children, but can she do so before another Batman detonates the bomb inside her head? Meanwhile, the kids may not lack their own resources. And the Wildcats face the fake Batman. Chapter 21: Steel (Natasha Irons) leads a task force in defending the President-elect at the inauguration. Batman's group
is on the verge of escaping from the jungle stronghold of Ra's al Ghul, but the Dark Knight itself is messed up with Poison Ivy. Chapter 22: In the secret stronghold of Ra's al Ghul, it is the father compared to sons like Batman and Damian who are more tangled than those who kept Alfred Pennysworth at easter. Meanwhile, Harley has a moment with Poison Ivy. Chapter 23: A resamed Alfred challenges
both Batman and Ra's al Ghul. When a bigger battle breaks out, blue beetle thinks he will come to save the day, but his in in ine comrade experience leads to disaster ... and death. Chapter 24: While Batman and his allies complete their mission against Ra's al Ghul, Ra's is not about to let them have the ultimate victory. Is the mission to Ra's jungle stronghold to rescue the children merely a distraction from
something much more sinister? Chapter 25: In Khandaq, Black Adam continues his secret training of kara, the girl from the planet Krypton. But a visitor from the outside world pays a call, which can lead to a disruption potential of Black Adam's plan. It was an envoy from Ra's al Ghul named Damian Wayne. Chapter 26: Restricted to Black Adam's Castle since her arrival On Earth, Kara Zor-el remains
unaware of the events taking place in the rest of the world. Damian Wayne visits Khandaq in an attempt to recruit Black Adam to the cause of Ra's al Ghul - deciding a round-the-world flight is just what she needs. But when they land in the middle of a civil war, will it soon reveal the presence of Supergirl on earth? Chapter 27: Consequences of both the destruction of Ra's al Ghul's sanctuary and the attack
on Washington. The plastic man tries to comfort the Blue Beetle, and Black Lightning is granted a tremendous responsibility. Then the Beetle gets the most unexpected guest. Chapter 28: Batman faces a committee determined to find out whether he collusion in the assassination of the President to bring a more compliant ally into the White House. A former ally returns to make the Dark Knight's life more
complicated and Batman reveals an ominous bit of new technology. Chapter 29: Black Adam and Damian send Supergirl out on a mission to rescue Wonder Woman from Themiscyran Prison. But before the liberation arrived, former Princess Diana was visited by an old villain in her cell. Chapter 30: Kara Zor-El adapts to life in the middle of the Amazon forest on Themyscira, and later discovers that she
may have some allies ready in her plan to free Princess Diana from prison. Chapter 31: Violence breaks out on Paradise Island as Philippus, Antiope and Supergirl fight to rescue Wonder Woman and escape themyscira. Stand their way? Nubia and an Amazonian army! Chapter 32: A helpless Flash travels to Australia to try to make amends for an incident that happened early in Superman's reign. Chapter
33: Harley and Lucy visit Harley's sister. Meanwhile, in the city of Gorilla, tensions rise as Professor Ivo rushes to complete his secret weapon. Chapter 34: Hell descends upon an Arizona town to defend itself when Ra's al Ghul and Solovar test their secret weapons. But from the ashes, a new hero is born. Chapter 35: Although Justice League wants nothing to do with Batman, he informs them of the
Amazo's horrific attack on a civilian - and tells them where they can find new allies Chapter 36: Batman and JLA fighting Superman's Eradicators at Fortress of Solitude. And the fortress has some other unexpected inhabitants. Chapter 37: Plastic Man enters the Ghost Zone in search of exiled Giants, but he finds more than he bargains for. Chapter 38: Even the combined power of Justice League Task
Force and Titans doesn't seem to be enough to take down Zod. But a vengeful Batman has a secret weapon. Chapter 39: Batman's desperate Gambit to take down Zod receives some unwanted support from an even more deadly enemy. Chapter 40: A former ally is taken out of self-imposed isolation to try to save Superboy's life. Chapter 41: Parallel training sessions find supergirl tutored by Wonder while
the Blue Beetle is instrumented by the Gold Booster. Chapter 42: Damian leaves Khandaq for Gorilla City, where Ra's al Ghul Ghul fragile partnership with King Solovar and Grodd. Chapter 43: All rebelled in Gorilla City, with Suicide Squad fighting to protect Ra's al Ghul from the usurper, Grodd. Chapter 44: Nightwing warns Khandaq about Amazo's attack on Delhi, Batman puts his team on notice, and
Superboy prepares for combat. Chapter 45: When the Amazo's attack on Delhi threatens to overwhelm the Justice League Task Force, allies are unlikely to answer the call to fight for humanity. Chapter 46: While the Amazo is raging on the streets of Delhi, Atom enters the inner space. And Ra's team faces a crisis of conscience. Chapter 47: The fight against the Amazo continues, but a surprising player is
ready to join the fight. Meanwhile, the uprising between Ra's allies continues. Chapter 48: Supergirl fights Amazo on the moon and blue beetle flies to her aid. Meanwhile, things heat up among ra's al Ghul allies. Chapter 49: Batman's team cleans up after Amazo, Supergirl ponders her next move, and tragically attacks during a rebellion in Gorilla City. Chapter 50: Blue Beetle keeps secrets from Batman,
Athanasia is rejected by her father, and Wayne Manor gets an unwanted guest. Chapter 51: Bruce Wayne is called home when he receives a distressing message from Brother Eye. Alfred welcomes an unsomed guest. Chapter 52: Batman finds two of the people he cares about most in the world placed in serious danger in his own home. The intruder was the last he expected. Chapter 53: Beginning a new
storyline, hal Jordan's fate at the hands of Guardians of Oa is revealed. In prison, Hal has a very unexpected ally. Chapter 54: On the prison planet, Green Lantern Soranik tries to keep the peace with prisoners Hal Jordan and Sinestro. But their verbal jousting is cut short by an invasion. Chapter 55: Hal Jordan and Sinestro are powerless and their prison districts are besieged by Red Lanterns. A desperate
gambit of Jordan can save the day, but also cost him his sanity. Chapter 56: Hal Jordan is detained by red lanterns while Atrocitus recruits a deadly new member into the Corps. And the Titans consider a recruitment drive of their own. Chapter 57: The Titans are looking for new recruits and the Blue Beetle gets the call. But Jaime may find herself tied up a little with an alien guest. Chapter 58: Booster Gold
and the Titans wire a spacecraft to pursue Lobo, who has kinapped the Blue Beetle. Beetle discovers who paid Lobo to catch him. Chapter 59: Metron tells blue beetle that he must save the universe, Oa is under siege, and Hal Jordan sacrifices a lot. Chapter 60: The Titans and Booster Gold meet Lobo. The Green Lantern Corps, under great coercion, considers a rookie unlikely. Chapter 61: With Oa under
siege and The blue cage falls under the control of Starro, the Titans, Booster, Blue Beetle and Lobo enter the battle. Chapter 62: It's the last stand for Oa and Green Lanterns unles they can get some help. But are the guards desperate enough? Recruit the last two people they want to wear rings? Chapter 63: Against all odds, two outcast formers lead the Green Lantern Corps to defend Oa. Meanwhile,
Blue Beetle and Booster Gold begin to pursue Starro. Chapter 64: Tragedy strikes again as the tide of battle against Starro and the Red Lanterns turns. But an even deadly threat is imminent. Chapter 65: Superboy and Wonder Girl confront an mid-galaxy threat and Hal Jordan bids farewell to an old friend. Chapter 66: With Starro facing Earth and other heroes fighting on Oa, it belongs to blue beetle and
Gold Booster to try to stop him. But how? Chapter 67: Brainiac prepares to visit Earth, Alfred tries to overcome a family conflict, and Harley offers a peace offer. Chapter 68: Enemies meet in Atlantis to discuss peace and how to save the world. Meanwhile, outside the city of Gorilla, Grodd was given the means to overthrow King Solovar. Chapter 69: Romance is in the air for two members of Suicide Squad
while Grodd makes his move against King Solovar. Chapter 70: It's killer croc and Ra's al Ghul's wedding has a surprise gift for the bride and groom. Chapter 71: In the White House, President Jefferson Pierce must make an important decision. Meanwhile, in Gorilla City, Grodd makes his move. Chapter 72: The film ends with Batman facing an uncertain future at the same time his most trusted ally makes a
fateful decision. Unsusigent compared to Masters of the Universe Chapters Synopsis Chapters Chapters Chapters Chapters Chapter 1: Believe he-man and Masters of the Universe are defeated, a robot impersontor has taken control of Eternia - but not for long! After liberating his kingdom from the rule of this powerful man, Prince Adam knew not everyone was pleased to see the pretender deposed - but
Adam knew the value of freedom. So when heroes from one dimension to another asked for his help in deposing a superhero to become a dictator, he agreed. Teaming up with Batman against Superman of the Injustice Universe, He-man and his new allies face dangerous and familiar enemies in a battle where no world is safe! Chapter 2: He-Man has come to his mother's house-world to save it from an
upmed ruler: Superman! When Batman plans to invade Oracle to prevent their suicide squads from terrorting the population, He-Man wanders an Earth City (camouflaged) in the hope of understanding more about the difficulties they will face. Meanwhile, back in Eternia, Zatanna and swamp thing are horrified to discover that someone else from their universe has crossed! Chapter 3: Batman recruits He-
Man to join the fight against Superman's dictatorship, so why did Prince Adam fight him in Oracle's lair? Influence Did Skeletor help Superman invade new territory? Everything seems catastrophic on Earth, but Eternia is also facing a big threat - from Darkseid! Chapter 4: Superman scours the Multiverse for heroes who may threaten his rule, but he sacks Prince Adam. Will he now decide that he is facing
He-Man in Oracle? Plus Plus The attack on Eternia has reached the walls of Grayskull Castle! Chapter 5: Betrayed by Skeletor and fearful of the power Darkseid has in his attack on Grayskull Castle, Superman grabs his arm with his former compatriot. But could their combination be enough to win a battle against an enemy armed with an anti-life equation? Chapter 6: He-Man is surrounded on all sides by
enemies and allies alike. If he helps Superman use nexus, he can save Earth from being unsymed. But Skeletor has a great trick up his sleeve! The battle is raging, but who will prevail? Year Zero Chapters Synopsis Chapters Chapter 1: Justice League celebrates honoring heroes who have come before them - JSA! Batman finds himself in a surprise spar with Wild Cat for the sake of old time while Wonder
Woman, Alan Scott and Spectre contemplate their actions during World War II. Meanwhile, the Joker finds exactly who he is looking for that will come back to haunt JSA. Chapter 2: Both Justice League and JSA members discuss the legacy when Batman and Superman talk about the possibility of Superman starting a family (and we all know what led in Injustice: Year One). Commissioner Jim Gordon
reveals to Batman that the Joker broke someone out of Blackgate Prison Camp while they were at the Watchtower with JSA - who is Andre Chavard, and what does the Joker want him to do? Chapter 3: Recouping the 1940s in Egypt with Hawkman and Hawkgirl during one of their archaeological expeditions when they discover a mysterious amulet possessing Shiera's body... What will Hawkman need to
save her? That is, if it is not too late ... Chapter 4: We all know Hitler shot himself, but what many people don't know... is why. Discover the morally ambiguous secret safely kept by the JSA about how they ended World War II using a amulet found in the hands of the enemy. Chapter 5: Superman and Lois discuss their legacy and its possibilities. Meanwhile, the Joker and Harley persuade Black Manta to
help them hold an underwater chest holding the key so that the Joker can control a God. Meanwhile, the Joker uses his amulet on his first victim to break into the JSA for important information... Chapter 7: Batman seems to believe that the dead JSA member was killed by one of his own, but Superman disagrees and has his own theory of what is happening. Amazing Man gets a surprise visit while joker
experiments with a new way of using amets... on Harley. Chapter 8: Finally, it's the Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn reunion we've been waiting for! Pack your luggage and steal a plane, we're going to Vegas! Chapter 9: After what happened to the Joker, he blows out a steam by taking it out on JSA... Start with Flashes and Wildcats. Chapter 10: It's a race to death between Superman and two Flash! Chapter
11: An emergency meeting between justice league and JSA makes them realize none of them are safe Control of the Joker ... at least on Earth. Annuals Synopsis Annual #1: Superman hires Lobo to track Harley Quinn. May not like many challenges, until Harley gets his hands on one of Luthor's super super pills! Second year every year #1: With two uns told stories! Hal Jordan's alliance with Sinestro is
fragile at best. How can it continue? Then, as the resistance in Gotham City took place, Commissioner Gordon worked with daughter Barbara for the first time. But their time together is running out! The third #1: The Year of Magic ends, and the stalemate between Superman's mode and Batman's resistance continues. But some mysteries are still explained, like the real beginnings of John Constantine's
involvement. What secret role did Dr. Occult play? And what have the Titans done all this time? Year four annually #1: In his efforts to maintain world peace and wipe out crime, Superman has locked up all of Earth's villains, as well as his enemies (including the Green Lantern Corps), in an unmoidable, impertrable facility. Now, a surprising new prisoner may have discovered how to free himself and
everyone else from this previously inevitable position. Five years of #1: Catching up on three unde storytelling stories from the last year of the unsomed: GODS AMONG US. Harley Quinn arrives at the Joker's oldest hideout only to find a group of former Jokers who have resided there. Ares returns from his jail on Apokolips to try and win the favor of Superman mode, but can anyone trust him? Black
Lightning- has not been seen since year one-turning-side and has a leadership role in Superman's plan to rebuild Metropolis. 2Nd Row #1: Paradise Lost. Since the overthrow of Superman's regime, Wonder Woman - his most trusted ally - has imprisoned a prisoner on her hometown of Themyscira. How did she get to this low point? What about the Wonder Woman of this world that has made her very
different from any other incarnation and susceptible to the brutal, conquering world of Superstiman? When and when has love been lost and when has the greatest heart hardened? The tragic story is told here. Injustice 2 #2: Injustice 2 ends here- so when the story segues into/sets the video game injustice 2, we have a final look back. Batman and Superman's alliance was torn apart years ago by injustice
events. But when Bruce Wayne gets the visitors by surprise, he is reminded of a happier time when Clark was his savior. A time of the world's best friendship. Trivia Chapter 13 of the comic was originally released as part of a Gamestop promotion under the name Flash Special Edition. Gallery Year One Add a photo to this gallery this gallery Year Three Year Three Issue 10 CoverYear Three Issue 11
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